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Letter from the Directors

Dear Reader,

As the directors of this joint project by the Asia Business Council and the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology (HKUST), we are delighted to present the results of our study on the extraordinary endeavors of Asian companies in the turbulent times of COVID-19, as companies embrace innovation, promote inclusion, and drive social and economic impact across the region.

We hope that this series of eight case studies will illustrate the silver linings of the pandemic – in these trying times companies are more than ever realizing the importance of social responsibility, reimagining and reinventing traditional forms of philanthropy, and leveraging technology as a force for good in ways that will likely last well beyond the crisis.

While the articles are written with business leaders and business students in mind, the stories we tell have relevance for a wider audience as they show how Asian corporates took the lead in engaging a broad eco-system, including governments, academic institutions, religious groups, and the public health sector, in addition to start-ups, small and medium enterprises, and even competitor companies within the private sector.

True to the times of COVID-19, the smooth collaboration between our two organizations took place without any face-to-face meetings; all the research and interviews were conducted virtually and across multiple time zones. We are especially grateful to Asia Business Council Chairman Lim Boon Heng and Vice-chairman Daniel Tsai whose companies Temasek and Fubon Group were the first two companies to take part in the study. We would also like to thank the unfailling support of Mark Clifford, Executive Director of the Asia Business Council, and Roger King, Senior Advisor and Founding Director of the Tanoto Center at HKUST, without whom we could not have completed the project.

Amidst the continued risk and uncertainty surrounding the pandemic, we hope that this report will contribute to the ongoing discussions on stakeholder capitalism and the debates on the role of companies in the local and international community, in times of crisis as well as times of relative normalcy. Above all, we hope that you will enjoy reading the articles as much as we enjoyed writing them, and that the report will be a source of positivity and inspiration for audiences around the world.

Winnie Peng
Director of the Tanoto Center for Asian Family Business and Entrepreneurship Studies at the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

Pauline Yeung
Program Director at the Asia Business Council
The following case study is based on written correspondence with Lotte Group in September 2020 and November 2020, and an interview with Tina Youhyun Choi, Team Leader of the Future Strategic Planning Team at Lotte Shopping, on October 6, 2020.

Introduction

“Since the launch of Lotte On, it has been evolving every day, every minute, every second,” exclaimed Tina Choi, Team Leader of Lotte Shopping’s Future Strategic Planning Team, six months after the e-commerce app was launched as a key component of Lotte’s “preparation for rebound in the post corona era.”

While Lotte Group is currently the fifth-largest conglomerate in South Korea involved in industries such as retail, food and beverage, chemicals, construction, and tourism, the success of the Lotte On app, Choi continued, “has become a matter of our business’ survival.”

Indeed, as much as Lotte Group has engaged in traditional philanthropy in response to the coronavirus crisis, notably by donating 1 billion won (just under $1 million) to welfare facilities, providing food supplies to vulnerable children, delaying rents for small and medium enterprises, supporting local farmers in agriculture and fisheries, and providing support to countries like Indonesia and Pakistan,² the chaebol is very much focused on its business strategy for the post COVID-19 world.

The pandemic brought forward the digital transformation of Lotte Group, as it has done for businesses globally. In April 2020, the Group’s retail arm, Lotte Shopping, launched Lotte On to integrate the online businesses of seven Lotte affiliates, namely Lotte Department Store, Lotte Mart, Lotte Super, LOHB’s (Love, Health & Beauty Store), LOTTE.com, Lotte Hi-Mart, and Lotte Home Shopping.³
Previously, Lotte’s e-commerce apps and their customers’ data were not centralized: There was a Lotte Department Store app, a Lotte Mart app, and so on, and collating all the data from these separate apps was very difficult. While Lotte Shopping had always planned to resolve these issues, the timing of the rollout of Lotte On coincided with COVID-19, which was in many ways a wake-up call for Lotte. Although Lotte On had been two years in the making, it was the surge in online shopping during the pandemic that made Lotte Shopping accelerate its launch.

This was also consistent with Lotte Shopping’s plans to close down some of its brick-and-mortar shops, which had been facing fierce competition from other e-commerce players for some time. Lotte Shopping, which had 17.6 trillion won ($416 billion) in sales in 2019, suffered a net loss of 840 billion won ($772 million) the same year,4 and the pandemic sped up its restructuring and downsizing.5 In fact, Lotte Shopping planned to close 244 physical stores during the 2020 to 2022 fiscal years.6

The Initial Launch of Lotte On

Predictably, sales activity on Lotte On was somewhat tied to the severity of the COVID–19 situation in South Korea. As one example, during the enforcement of social distancing level 2.5 in the Seoul Capital Region in the last weekend of August, sales of “Lotte On” increased by 37.2 percent compared to the previous month.7 (The government-mandated social distancing levels in South Korea are based on a scale of 1 to 3, where 1 is the most relaxed and 3 is the most stringent.8)

Lotte On also came up with promotions that were directly related to the pandemic. Since people were spending more time at home, Lotte On held a special exhibition in August, “The God of Tidying Up the House” (정리의 신 기획전), to offer discounts on home and living products.9 Lotte On also offered e-coupons as gifts for the Chuseok harvest festival that began in late September, as social gatherings were cancelled and digital presents became more popular.10

Apart from online promotions, Lotte On also conducts big data analysis on spending patterns in collaboration with Lotte Members, a membership service that allows Lotte customers to save and use points during purchases. Lotte Members boasts 39 million registered members, or 76 percent of the total population of South Korea. Through “hyper-personalization” services, Lotte On hopes to reduce the amount of time its consumers need to locate suitable products and services, and to improve the recommendations it provides to its customers.

As of October 2020, Lotte On had around 35 million user sessions per month and 13.5 million monthly active users. Customers in their 30s comprised 38 percent of all customers, followed by customers in their 40s who comprised 34 percent of the customer base, making these the two largest segments by age group.
“Open Innovation” in a Large Conglomerate

But beyond the sheer reach of the app, one of the most interesting aspects of Lotte On is arguably its belief in “open innovation,” or the practice of sourcing ideas and solutions from internal as well as external organizations. While the app was launched less than a year ago, an eco-system is already emerging in which Lotte On collaborates with start-ups and innovators in South Korea’s digital economy.

One of the key enablers of “open innovation” in Lotte On and the Lotte Group in general is Lotte Accelerator, the conglomerate’s venture capital arm. Like similar programs at other Korean chaebols, Lotte Accelerator leverages Lotte’s business infrastructure and partnerships with government organizations to support entrepreneurs and help their companies grow on a national and global scale. Since its establishment in 2015, Lotte Accelerator has invested in more than 50 startups in fintech, logistics, A.I., robotics, and other areas that could have synergies with the wider Lotte group.

Lotte On is currently collaborating with a number of Lotte Accelerator’s portfolio companies, including online convenience store Nowpick, quick delivery company PLZ, beauty marketing start-up LYCL, seller management tool provider Seller Hub, live commerce solution Mobidoo, F&B co-working space Wecook, and daily discounted products company Last Order.

From “One Hour Delivery” to Beauty Marketing

Lotte On’s pilot “one hour delivery” service in the Jamsil neighborhood in Seoul is a good example of a win-win collaboration between the e-commerce app and Lotte Accelerator’s portfolio companies. Introduced over a summer of social distancing, the Jamsil service allows customers to order about 600 daily necessity products online, including home cooking products offered by Lotte Mart, and beauty and health products offered by LOHB’s. As long as the product is purchased between 11:00 a.m. and 1:00 a.m., consumers are eligible for the service and can expect orders to be delivered within one hour. Products are stored at warehouses operated by Nowpick, which is also

Collaboration between Lotte On and Beauty Startup LYCL
responsible for product selection and packaging. On the other hand, delivery is handled by PLZ.

Another good example is Lotte On’s collaboration with beauty marketing start-up LYCL. According to an agreement signed in August 2020, LYCL will promote products sold on Lotte On’s live commerce channel on unpa.me, LYCL’s review and content platform for K-beauty products which boasts more than 1 million users. Lotte On will also conduct marketing on LYCL’s Instagram influencer marketing platform palette.me. The goal is to strengthen social network service (SNS) viral marketing, which has only become more important during the pandemic.

deMonZ x Cheetah

But Lotte On’s efforts to embrace “open innovation” are not limited to working with start-ups invested by Lotte Accelerator. With executives like Choi who are focused on opportunities arising from the Fourth Industrial Revolution, perhaps it should come as no surprise that Lotte On announced a new fashion brand deMonZ on November 3, 2020, in collaboration with A.I. start-up Designovel, and with rapper Cheetah as the “project muse.” This was an experiment in online transformation in the post-coronavirus era.

With executives like Choi who are focused on opportunities arising from the Fourth Industrial Revolution, perhaps it should come as no surprise that Lotte On announced a new fashion brand deMonZ... in collaboration with A.I. start-up Designovel, and with rapper Cheetah as the “project muse.”

While “de” comes from design, the “M” and “Z” in the brand’s name represent Millennials and Generation Z, referring to young people born from the early 1980s to mid-to-late 1990s, and from the mid-to-late 1990s to early 2010s respectively. According to Choi, Lotte On hopes the brand will turn “on” the inspiration for the “MZ” generation.

The team at Lotte On found a partner in Shin Ki-young, the CEO of Designovel and a Millennial himself, who founded a series of failed start-ups before launching the data-based fashion technology company. In the collaboration with Lotte On, Designovel designed sweatshirts, hoodies, and jackets by analyzing the global trends of street fashion with its A.I. engine, picking up products that sell well, inputting designs, and creating clothes for sale exclusively on Lotte On’s digital platform. According to media reports, the A.I. technology allows for up to 10,000 designs to be completed in just one second and is a better predictor of the popularity of the sales items than a merchandiser with 10 years of experience.
Digital Marketing Campaign

While traditional marketing relies on advertisements at physical retail outlets like department stores, social media channels such as blogs, YouTube, and Instagram have become more important with the shift toward online shopping since the onset of COVID-19. To that end, rapper Cheetah was invited to be the brand ambassador for deMonZ, and Lotte On created a series of videos that identified three insight keywords for the entire fashion A.I. project.

The first insight keyword is “contain” (담다) and refers to containing A.I. In the first video, Cheetah recalls her interest in fashion from a young age, and her experiences of not being able to find what she wanted when she had an interest in a certain type of clothing. When an engine “containing” A.I. is able to come up with new products based on the photos that she provides, she reflects that technology has truly become very advanced, which is, in her view, a positive development.

The second insight keyword is “protect” (지키다) and refers to protecting the environment. Instead of manufacturing clothes that might not be sold, deMonZ only produces products for consumers who have purchased it. Indeed, in the second video, Cheetah says that she wants to “protect all the people who are precious to me, the earth that I live in, as well as the dogs and cats,” and that the eco-friendly element of the project was an important factor in convincing her to be its “muse.”

The third insight keyword is “change” (바꾸다) and refers to new ways of doing things. In Cheetah’s words, “It is time to move and change. Not changing to match the changing world but changing myself on my own initiative.” To be sure, as a final keyword, “change” seems to be a fitting theme. Choi and the Future Strategic Planning Team at Lotte Shopping emphasize that it is time to move beyond price competition to build a new eco-system for e-commerce –

New brand on Lotte On offering A.I. designed street fashion

Lotte Members boasts 39 million registered members, or 76% of the total population of South Korea... As of October 2020, Lotte On had around 35 million user sessions per month and 13.5 million monthly active users. Customers in their 30s comprised 38 percent of all customers, followed by customers in their 40s...
an eco-system that leverages A.I. platforms and other solutions in information technology. This is particularly true with the sustained shift toward digital consumption during the pandemic, and the team seems intent on meeting this challenge, starting with online fashion.

Future Outlook

Having said that, fashion is not the only area that Lotte On is focused on. In fact, Choi’s current focus is on something quite different. “COVID-19 has led to a surge in our fresh food and beverage retail business, which grew from 20 percent of sales last year to just under 30 percent this year. In fact, the online grocery market is estimated to grow almost 40 percent year-on-year in 2020,” Choi said. “But online sales penetration in the food category is still under 25 percent, even after COVID-19. This compares to the average penetration of 37 percent for online retail sales in general in South Korea, which is also among the highest in the world. The fresh food category thus offers exceptionally high growth potential,” she continued.

Indeed, the “untact economy” is a popular term in South Korea, where the word “untact” comes from a combination of the prefix “un” with the word “contact.” The concept is that of a contact-free economy. As consumers prefer to eat at home and minimize their trips to the market in light of the virus situation, Lotte On appears keen to leverage on its existing supply chains and delivery services to offer “untact” solutions.

According to Choi, Lotte On ran a pilot test for the delivery of groceries within two hours and will expand this service, where products are sent through an automated
rail to the packing zone in stores before being picked up and delivered to the customer. Lotte On will also utilize its fully automated warehouse located in Gimpo and try to expand online grocery services for overnight delivery to rural areas.

In addition, Lotte’s Auto Fresh Center, which opened in Gyeonggi Prefecture in March 2019, is equipped with 19 robots that can pick up 3,000 items of products stored at room temperature and place them into 7,200 designated baskets, which are then moved to a conveyor belt line for the addition of frozen food and fresh food. With less than seven minutes needed from order to packing, the automated logistics center is expected to play a bigger role in the post-coronavirus era.

And while fresh food and grocery may be the top priority for now, Choi notes that Lotte On will continue to improve and optimize its various functions for different products and services.

**Conclusion**

To be fair, as much as Lotte On takes center stage for Lotte as the group seeks to rebound from the coronavirus crisis, the South Korean conglomerate is a corporate giant with many other businesses, affiliates, and employees in multiple sectors and industries globally.

For a glimpse into how Lotte’s top executives might be thinking about the pandemic, it may be worthwhile to read “BC and AC,” or “Before Corona and After Corona,” a booklet published in May 2020 by the group’s research institutes, Lotte Academy and Lotte Institute of Economy and Business Strategy. Distributed to all C-suite executives at Lotte Group, the booklet analyzes the pandemic from historical, economic, political, technological, and social angles, in addition to offering a public health perspective.

While Lotte On exemplifies the type of digital transformation taking place across many companies in various economies, the authors of the booklet opine that for South Korea this is an acceleration of pre-COVID-19 trends – rather than a “revolution” – given that the country already had one of the most sophisticated technological infrastructures in the world.

Indeed, South Korea could well be one of the countries that is more prepared for the “new normal” in the post-coronavirus era, in which there is what “BC and AC” calls the rapid strengthening of the “untact phenomenon.” The challenge for Lotte is whether it too can adapt, transform, and emerge as a “winner” from a crisis that is unlike any it has previously seen.
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